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Handbook of Parenting: Volume 5: Practical Issues in Parenting, Second EditionPsychology Press, 2002

	Completely revised and expanded from four to five volumes, this new edition of the Handbook of Parenting appears at a time that is momentous in the history of parenting. Parenting and the family are today in a greater state of flux, question, and redefinition than perhaps ever before. We are witnessing the emergence of striking...
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Handbook of Parenting: Volume 4: Social Conditions and Applied Parenting, Second EditionRoutledge, 2002

	Completely revised and expanded from four to five volumes, this new edition of the Handbook of Parenting appears at a time that is momentous in the history of parenting. Parenting and the family are today in a greater state of flux, question, and redefinition than perhaps ever before. We are witnessing the emergence of striking...
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Server+ Certification  Exam Cram 2Que, 2005
Server+ Exam Cram 2 is an efficient, effective and concise guide that gives you exactly what you need to know to pass the Server+ exam. Organized according to exam objectives, you will be able to quickly and easily assess your understanding of key exam topics. Some of the topics covered are: 

	General Server Hardware...
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Pro DLR in .NET 4Apress, 2010

	Dynamic Language Runtime (DLR) in .NET is a framework for designing and interacting with dynamic languages such as Python and Ruby. For the first time, the DLR places such languages on an equal footing in the .NET world with compiled languages such as C# and VB.NET. Chaur Wu’s book, Pro DLR in .NET 4,...
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A Developer's Guide to the Semantic WebSpringer, 2011

	This book is all about the Semantic Web.


	From its basics, the SemanticWeb can be viewed as a collection of standards and technologies that allow machines to understand the meaning (semantics) of information on theWeb. It represents a new vision about how theWeb should be constructed so that its information can be processed...
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Network Your Computers & Devices Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	In a modern home, it is no longer unusual for family members to own multiple computers
	and network devices. In most houses, you can find at least a desktop computer, which
	is generally used for more performance-intensive tasks such as gaming or professional
	work of any kind. Parents bring home their work laptops or notebooks, which they...
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Necessity Lost: Modality and Logic in Early Analytic Philosophy, Volume 1Oxford University Press, 2019

	A long tradition, going back to Aristotle, conceives of logic in terms of necessity and possibility: a deductive argument is correct if it is not possible for the conclusion to be false when the premises are true. A relatively unknown feature of the analytic tradition in philosophy is that, at its very inception, this venerable conception of the...
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The Trouble With Physics: The Rise of String Theory, The Fall of a Science, and What Comes NextMariner Books, 2007

	In this illuminating book, the renowned theoretical physicist Lee Smolin argues that fundamental physics -- the search for the laws of nature -- losing its way. Ambitious ideas about extra dimensions, exotic particles, multiple universes, and strings have captured the public’s imagination -- and the imagination of experts. But these...
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Logic and the Modalities in the Twentieth Century, Volume 7 (Handbook of the History of Logic)North Holland, 2006

	Logic and the Modalities in the Twentieth Century is an indispensable research tool for anyone interested in the development of logic, including researchers, graduate and senior undergraduate students in logic, history of logic, mathematics, history of mathematics, computer science and artificial intelligence, linguistics, cognitive science,...
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Selective Estrogen Receptor Modulators: A New Brand of Multitarget DrugsSpringer, 2006

	The increasing awareness on the varied consequences of hypogonadism in

	distinct organs and systems has supported the notion of estrogens as systemic

	agents. This observation is congruent with the variety of tissues affected by estrogens

	when used in hormone therapy formulations on hypogonadic women.

	Apart from the genital tract...
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Mutiny and LeadershipOxford University Press, 2021

	Whenever leadership emerges within a group, there will be resistance to that leadership. Discontent may manifest in a number of ways, and action will always be determined by factors such as resource, numbers, time, space, and the legitimacy of the resistance. What, then, turns discontent into

	mutiny?

	

	Mutiny is often...
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Symbolic and Quantitative Approaches to Reasoning with Uncertainty: 11th European ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Symbolic and Quantitative Approaches to Reasoning with Uncertainty, ECSQARU 2011, held in Belfast, UK, in June/July 2011. The 60 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 108 submissions. The papers are...
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